Acral coldness - severely reduced blood flow to fingers and toes.
The term acral coldness is used to describe physiologic or pathologic situations in humans where the fingers and toes are exceptionally cold in spite of normal central body temperature. In the thermoneutral zone, the blood flow to acral skin normally shows large fluctuations between high and low values, with a frequency of about 3 cycles per minute. At an acral skin temperature of about 21°C, finger blood flow is constantly low. At lower temperatures the fingers and toes become painful. This is a normal physiologic reaction, probably because of ischemia. The characteristics of the most frequent acral vascular syndromes, Raynaud phenomenon, acrocyanosis, and chilblains, are discussed. Common to all three is pathologically low blood flow and disappearance of physiologic fluctuations even in the thermoneutral zone. Ischemic vascular diseases in acral skin are usually diagnosed from clinical observations. Measurements of fluctuating blood flow by laser or ultrasound Doppler could be useful, but should be carried out at a room temperature of 24-25°C.